Disaster Patient Management (DPM) Statewide Access Update

DPM has been expanded to offer a solution to tracking cross-region patient transfers. In order to maintain the same level of security while simultaneously providing access we have added an additional login.

You will now find DPM under the heading of ‘Links’ located at the bottom of your Control Panel dropdown.

This link will open a new window that is identical to the login you used to get into WebEOC. You will be able to use the same login credentials.

The new dedicated DPM server is an exact copy of the same WebEOC, so accessing the board follows the same steps.

Medical Operation Center positions still have access to all patients in the incident. Hospital-specific positions will only have access to patients that are at, being transferred to, or have been to that facility.

If you are still having trouble please email us at support@strac.org or call the STRAC Field Apps Helpdesk at 210-233-5888.